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Abstract
In recent years, the climate change research community has become highly interested in
describing the anthropogenic influence on extreme weather events, commonly termed “event
attribution.” Limitations in the observational record and in computational resources motivate
the use of uncoupled, atmosphere/land-only climate models with prescribed ocean conditions
run over a short period, leading up to and including an event of interest. In this approach,
large ensembles of high-resolution simulations can be generated under factual observed con-
ditions and counterfactual conditions that might have been observed in the absence of human
interference; these can be used to estimate the change in probability of the given event due to
anthropogenic influence. However, using a prescribed ocean state ignores the possibility that
estimates of attributable risk might be a function of the ocean state. Thus, the uncertainty in
attributable risk is likely underestimated, implying an over-confidence in anthropogenic influ-
ence.
In this work, we estimate the year-to-year variability in calculations of the anthropogenic
contribution to extreme weather based on large ensembles of atmospheric model simulations.
Our results both quantify the magnitude of year-to-year variability and categorize the degree to
which conclusions of attributable risk are qualitatively affected. The methodology is illustrated
by exploring extreme temperature and precipitation events for the northwest coast of South
America and northern-central Siberia; we also provides results for regions around the globe.
While it remains preferable to perform a full multi-year analysis, the results presented here can
serve as an indication of where and when attribution researchers should be concerned about
the use of atmosphere-only simulations.
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1 Introduction
In recent years, public interest has motivated the climate change research community to become
highly interested in describing the influence of anthropogenic emissions on extreme weather events,
commonly termed “event attribution” (NAS, 2016). Limitations in the observational record mo-
tivate the use of climate models to estimate anthropogenic influence and risk: first, extremes are
(by definition) rare, meaning their occurrence in the observational record is sparse; second, no
observations at all are available for a counterfactual world without human influence. The use of
observations from a century ago has issues both in terms of representing anthropogenic influence
and of data quality. Instead, climate models can be used to simulate the weather conditions in
both a factual world driven by observed boundary conditions (e.g., greenhouse gas concentrations,
solar luminosity) and a counterfactual world driven by what those boundary conditions might have
been in the absence of historical human influence on the climate. However, extreme weather is
often localized, which requires these models to be run at a resolution fine enough to resolve the
physics in the model that generate extreme weather. And, for a probabilistic approach examining
rare events, large ensembles of simulations are needed for both scenarios.
This leads to a computational problem: fully-coupled, high resolution models that collectively
model land, ocean, and atmospheric processes come with an extremely high computational cost.
Fully-coupled models have long memory, meaning that it can take decades to centuries of model
time to move away from biases introduced by the initial conditions. An additional issue is that
significant biases can arise in full models of the climate system, wherein biases in ocean conditions
can induce biases in the atmospheric state, which in turn may reinforce the ocean biases.
To navigate these difficulties when considering atmospheric extremes, an alternative approach
involves using uncoupled atmosphere/land-only models with prescribed ocean conditions. The
boundary conditions for both the factual and counterfactual worlds now include the observed ocean
state, with the counterfactual values adjusted according to a spatially and seasonally evolving es-
timate of the warming due to anthropogenic emissions. These models have less spin-up time, and
large ensembles can be obtained much more quickly. Additionally, fixing the ocean conditions can
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provide some benefit in that it removes dependence on the quality of the ocean model’s simulation
of low frequency processes like El Nin˜o and on biases in the ocean model’s ocean surface state.
Of course, this approach involves some important assumptions relating to the ocean surface
state and the way the atmosphere interacts with the ocean. While researchers may be interested
in the conditional case (e.g. during El Nin˜o events), when the results are interpreted as a general
overall assessment of the role of anthropogenic emissions, these conditions become important as-
sumptions. All attribution analyses involve some elements of uncertainty (Jeon et al., 2016; Hansen
et al., 2014; Pall et al., 2011), but particular types of uncertainty are specific to the atmosphere/land-
only modeling approach. First and foremost, the strategy of fixing the sea surface temperatures
(SSTs) does not account for the internal variability of the ocean system. This involves three im-
portant assumptions.
1. Invariance to ocean state: The anthropogenic influence on extreme weather is assumed
to be independent of the ocean state, so for instance anthropogenic influence is considered
identical during El Nin˜o events as during La Nin˜a events, ignoring the possibility that the
atmospheric response to these two types of events may have different sensitivities to anthro-
pogenic forcing.
2. No change in ocean variability: The nature of ocean variability, for instance the frequency
and spatial structure of El Nin˜o events, is assumed to be unaffected by anthropogenic emis-
sions, beyond any spatial or seasonal gradients imposed by the attributable ocean warming
estimate.
3. Unimportance of atmosphere-ocean interaction: Short time-scale atmosphere-ocean in-
teractions, for instance that might occur under tropical cyclones, are assumed to be unimpor-
tant.
This paper specifically examines the accuracy of the first assumption.
The impact of ocean variability on atmosphere-model-based event attribution assessments has
yet to be quantified. Identifying the effect of oceanic variability boils down to investigating how the
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experimental design of a single-year, atmosphere-only attribution framework impacts attribution
statements. For example, attribution statements may be highly sensitive to the specific temporal pe-
riod used for the study, over periods short enough that a long-term trend is unimportant (Otto et al.,
2015; Wolski et al., 2014). These sensitivities might vary for different events and different regions
in the world, and thus it would be helpful to identify events and regions of the world for which
atmospheric model designs are adequate for reasonably accurate event attribution assessment.
In this work, we develop and implement a hierarchical statistical model that allows us to address
the uncertainty introduced in attribution studies from the use of uncoupled, atmosphere/land-only
model simulations (in addition to sampling uncertainty from the limited number of simulations).
Specifically, this framework allows us to quantify the effect of ocean variability on statements of
risk, while incorporating and adjusting for long-term trends. Furthermore, the model is fit using a
Bayesian framework, which allows for the development of a diagnostic tool for identifying event
types and regions of the globe for which single-year, atmosphere-only climate simulations may be
sufficient for assessing the anthropogenic contribution to risk. Finally, we present a framework
within which future single-year, atmosphere-only event attribution studies can assess the robust-
ness of their results to the effect of ocean variability.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce our event attribution framework
and describe the specific climate model simulations used in this analysis. In Section 3, we outline
the hierarchical statistical model, including a discussion of the implied model for the risk ratio.
Section 4 introduces several diagnostic tools for applying estimates of the effect of ocean variability
in a general event attribution study. In Section 5, we apply the statistical model to two case studies,
and in Section 6 we describe and apply the diagnostic tool generally to several dozen regions
around the world. Section 7 concludes the paper.
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2 Attribution framework
2.1 Climate model simulations
We examine the frequency of extreme monthly values of temperature and precipitation in two en-
sembles of simulations of the CAM5.1 global atmosphere/land climate model. The model is run in
its conventional ∼ 1◦ longitude/latitude configuration (Neale et al., 2012). Simulations have been
run under the experiment protocols of the C20C+ Detection and Attribution Project (Stone and
Pall, 2016), following two historical scenarios (Ange´lil et al., 2016). The first set of simulations
(ALL) is driven by observed boundary conditions of atmospheric chemistry (greenhouse gases,
tropospheric and stratospheric aerosols, ozone), solar luminosity, land use/cover, and the ocean
surface (temperature and ice coverage). The second set of simulations (NAT) is driven by what ob-
served boundary conditions might have been in the absence of historical anthropogenic emissions:
the anthropogenic component of atmospheric chemistry is set to year-1855 values, ocean temper-
atures are cooled by a seasonally- and spatially-varying estimate of the warming attributable to
anthropogenic emissions (that is the same across all simulations), and sea ice concentrations are
adjusted for consistency with the ocean temperatures (Stone and Pall, 2016). Simulations within
a scenario differ only in the starting conditions. Here we examine data during the 1982–2013 pe-
riod; while simulations are available for some earlier years, we want to ensure that incorporation
of satellite data into the sea surface temperature product used by the simulations in 1981 does not
influence our conclusions (Hurrell et al., 2008). Furthermore, this provides a period in which risk
ratios should be of the same order of magnitude across years (even if exhibiting a substantial long-
term trend), which would not be the case as one goes further back in time. In this analysis, we
make this assumption for second order terms but not for first order terms. For each scenario we
have 50 simulations during 1982-1996, with an additional 50 (hence 100 total) during 1997-2010,
and an additional 300 (400 total) during 2011-2013 (Table 1). The data and further details on the
simulations are available at http://portal.nersc.gov/c20c.
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Table 1: Ensemble sizes for the CAM5.1 simulations from 1982-2013.
Year range (t) Ensemble size (nt)
1982–1996 50
1997–2010 100
2011–2013 400
2.2 Using the risk ratio for attributional statements
In order to make attribution statements for the impact of anthropogenic influences on the occur-
rence of extreme events, we follow a probabilistic extreme event attribution approach (Allen, 2003;
Stone and Allen, 2005; Hansen et al., 2014), by considering occurrence probabilities pA and pN .
These quantities represent the probability that a predefined event will occur over a predefined spa-
tial and temporal domain, with pA representing the observed world or “world as it is” (henceforth
the so-called ALL forcings scenario), including both natural and anthropogenic influences on the
climate, and pN representing the counterfactual scenario of the “world as it may have been” (hence-
forth the so-called NAT forcings scenario) without anthropogenic effects. We consider the ratio of
these probabilities, or the risk ratio
RR =
pA
pN
,
which mirrors the measurement of risk used in epidemiology and environmental law (Stone and
Allen, 2005) and has a number of desirable properties (NAS, 2016). A risk ratio of larger than
one indicates that anthropogenic influences have increased the likelihood of an event’s occurrence,
while a risk ratio of less than one indicates a decreased likelihood of occurrence.
In this work, we are interested in estimating the risk ratio over time, at a total of T time incre-
ments. In what follows, the time increments represent years, but this framework could similarly be
used for months, seasons, or decades, for example. Therefore, we must consider
RRt =
pAt
pNt
t = 1, . . . , T,
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where pAt and pNt are the occurrence probabilities for a predefined time increment t.
2.3 Modeling probabilities and event definition
In general, while there are a variety of approaches for estimating pA and pN , two popular methods
are the nonparametric (or binomial) approach and extreme value analysis. The binomial approach
is desirable in that it makes no assumptions about the underlying distribution of the variable of
interest (e.g., precipitation or temperature), however it becomes essentially useless when the event
of interest is extremely rare or unobserved. Extreme value analysis, on the other hand, requires
additional assumptions on the behavior of the variable of interest but is able to estimate the proba-
bility of extremely rare events, even those that do not occur frequently or at all in an ensemble or
the observational record.
In what follows, we considered events of a pre-specified magnitude, and simply used an empir-
ical quantile to define a threshold for determining whether or not a particular event is “extreme.”
Furthermore, for simplicity, we chose a quantile that is extreme but not too extreme: namely, the
one in ten year event. In this case, this nonparametric binomial approach is sufficient for modeling
probabilities.
3 Hierarchical statistical model for ALL and NAT probabilities
Unlike other approaches that have explored estimation and uncertainty quantification for individual
time points or years (Pall et al., 2011), recall that our goal is to make systematic statements about
the behavior of the risk ratio for multiple time points. In doing so, we can make statements about
the effect of various explanatory variables on event probabilities and the risk ratio in addition to
quantifying interannual variability. A hierarchical statistical modeling framework allows us to
address each of these questions by borrowing information over time.
Using a nonparametric approach for modeling the probabilities, the first level of the hierar-
chical model relates the climate model simulations to the occurrence probabilities. While we are
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interested in modeling the risk ratio across different years, in order to account for seasonality we
define monthly random variables
ZAtj = number of ALL simulations in month j of year t in which the event occurred
ZNtj = number of NAT simulations in month j of year t in which the event occurred;
(1)
each of these random variables is modeled in a statistical framework as arising from a binomial ex-
periment with nt total trials and corresponding success probabilities pktj , for k ∈ {A,N} and t =
1, . . . , T . Furthermore, conditional on the probabilities p = {pktj : k ∈ {A,N}; t = 1, . . . , T ; j =
1, . . . , 12}, the random variables Z = {Zktj : k ∈ {A,N}; t = 1, . . . , T ; j = 1, . . . , 12} are
independent. In other words, the joint probability mass function (pmf) of Z conditional on p is
p(Z|p) =
∏
k∈{A,N}
T∏
t=1
12∏
j=1
p(Zktj; pktj), (2)
where the marginal pmfs p(Zktj; pktj) are binomial.
The second level of the hierarchy consists of a model that allows the unknown parameters to
vary based on covariate information, while also tying together parameters that correspond to the
same time period (i.e., pAtj and pNtj for common t and j). For this level, we used
logit pktj ≡ log
(
pktj
1− pktj
)
= x>ktβk + αt + δt1{k=A} + γj, (3)
for k ∈ {A,N}, t = 1, . . . , T , and j = 1, . . . , 12. Here, xkt = (1, xkt1, . . . , xktp) is a vector of
covariates for scenario k ∈ {A,N}, βk = (βk0, . . . , βkp) is a scenario-specific vector of unknown
regression coefficients, and 1{·} is an indicator function. The strategy in (3) is a mixed effects lo-
gistic regression, a special case of the more general statistical approach of generalized linear mixed
models (see, e.g., McCulloch and Neuhaus, 2005). Intuitively, including the scenario-specific co-
variates xkt accounts for any long-term trends present in pN and pA.
The final level of the hierarchy ties together the year-specific effects {αt, δt : t = 1, . . . , T} and
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month-specific effects {γj : j = 1, . . . , 12} in order to allow for borrowing of information across
years and months (called “partial pooling”). This level of the model specifies
αt
iid∼ N(0, τ 2), δt iid∼ N(0, σ2), and γj iid∼ N(0, ω2) (4)
where “iid” stands for “independent and identically distributed” and N(a, b) denotes a univariate
Gaussian (normal) distribution with mean a and variance b. In terms of the probabilities, the
αt terms represent yearly deviations in event probabilities (above and beyond deviations due to
the long-term trend) that are common to both ALL and NAT scenarios (e.g., El Nin˜o or La Nin˜a
events), while the δt terms represent deviations above and beyond the αt that are specific to the ALL
scenario (for example, the magnitude or probability of an event for ALL in an El Nin˜o or La Nin˜a
year may be different than for NAT). These δt terms have a specific importance for how the risk
ratio is modeled, and will be explored further in Section 3.1. Finally, the γj terms represent within-
year deviations from the average yearly probabilities, which account for seasonality: for example,
in the extratropics of the northern hemisphere, the probability of a hot extreme is essentially zero
from October to March, while a hot extreme might be relatively common in July. Therefore, γ12
(December) would likely be a large negative number (corresponding to smaller probabilities on
the logit scale) while γ7 (July) would likely be a large positive number (corresponding to larger
probabilities on the logit scale).
Several notes should be made regarding the statistical modeling of the monthly effects. First,
because the population for the γj terms represents only 12 months (and because this sample of
12 represents all possible months), we impose the restriction that
∑12
j=1 γj = 0 to ensure that the
sample average is equal to the population average; also, this constraint ensures we can interpret
the δt terms directly with respect to the yearly risk ratio (see Section 3.1). Second, note that the γj
terms depend on neither k (the scenario) nor t (the year); the implication is that we impose the same
seasonality on the simulations in both ALL and NAT and a constant seasonality over time. While
this may be a restrictive assumption, we make this choice for several reasons. First, it simplifies
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the parameter interpretations and allows us to use a single parameter to capture the variability in
the risk ratio over time (again see Section 3.1). Also, where the annual cycle in probability has
a strong seasonal peak, it is only really the values for that season that matter. Finally, note that
the exchangeable model for the γj terms in (4) does not require that the seasonality be modeled
smoothly in time. We acknowledge that our approach is somewhat simplistic, but in doing so we
avoid having to customize the model to account for the differing seasonalities of each region and
each event type. Instead, the simplified approach of (4) is highly flexible and can automatically
adjust to the type of seasonality present for a particular event type and region (accounting for both
the length of seasonality and the magnitude of differences across seasons).
The partial pooling of (4) is in contrast to complete pooling, which would fix each αt ≡ α,
δt ≡ δ, and γj ≡ γ, and no pooling, which would allow each αt, δt, and γj to be estimated
independently of all others. Partial pooling, a popular strategy in random effects modeling (Gelman
et al., 2013) and meta analysis (DerSimonian and Laird, 1986), offers a compromise between these
two by allowing each year (or month) to have its own effect (i.e., unique αt, δt, and γj) while
borrowing strength across years (or months) by requiring these effects to come from a common
distribution. The partial pooling done here is a standard form of statistical shrinkage that seeks
to increase the signal to noise ratio by using the data from all years to help inform the time-point
specific effects, with the degree to which information is shared across time points controlled by the
data itself.
Up until this point, the model has been presented in general form; in this application, the
model was fit within a Bayesian paradigm. In a Bayesian analysis, the unknown parameters are
assumed to be random variables, and hence must be assigned a prior distribution. This distribution
summarizes all knowledge about the unknown parameters a priori, or prior to observing data.
For notational simplicity, set θ = (α, δ,γ,βA,βN , τ 2, σ2, ω2); denote the prior as p(θ), and
rewrite the likelihood (D.2) in terms of these parameters, i.e, p(Z|θ). Bayes’ Theorem supplies
the required machinery to update the prior distribution with observed data (here, Z) to arrive at the
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posterior distribution:
p(θ|Z) = p(Z|θ)p(θ)∫
θ
p(Z|θ)p(θ)dθ , (5)
i.e., the updated knowledge about θ after observing Z. While the posterior (5) is not available
in closed form (due to the intractable integral in the denominator of (5); this is often the case),
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods can be used to obtain joint samples from the poste-
rior distribution of θ, upon which all subsequent inference is based.
While one advantage of using Bayesian methods (in general) is that any known prior informa-
tion relating to the parameters can be incorporated by way of the prior distribution p(θ), we instead
chose to use a “noninformative” prior distribution, which specifies essentially no information about
the parameters of the model (in order to avoid any prior biases).
Additional documentation, including more information on the prior specification and compu-
tational details for fitting the hierarchical model, is available in the supplemental materials section
online. Furthermore, software for fitting the hierarchical model using the R programming language
and the data sets used in Section 5 are available for download at http://bitbucket.org/
markdrisser/timerr_package.
3.1 Risk ratio modeling
Now, consider what the three-level model specified by (D.2), (3), and (4) imply about a model
for the risk ratio. While the occurrence probabilities have been defined monthly, we are ac-
tually interested in averaging over the seasonality to arrive at yearly probabilities, defined as
pkt =
1
12
∑12
j=1 pktj . The reason for doing so is that we are less interested in describing how the
risk ratio changes monthly (e.g., how the risk ratio in July, 1995 is different from that of August,
1995) and more interested in how the risk ratio changes over longer time scales (years). The fact
that the occurrence probabilities are defined for each month (i.e., pktj) is motivated by the need to
account for seasonality.
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Therefore, the risk ratio for an individual year, averaged over all months (from (3)), is
RRt =
pAt
pNt
=
1
12
∑12
j=1 logit
−1(x>AtβA + αt + δt + γj)
1
12
∑12
j=1 logit
−1(x>NtβN + αt + γj)
. (6)
To understand the implications of (6) more clearly, note that in dealing with extreme events, the
probabilities are often small (i.e., near zero), in which case logit(p) = log(p)− log(1−p) ≈ log(p)
and logit−1(x) ≈ exp{x}. Therefore, we can approximate the risk ratio (6) as
RRt ≈
1
12
∑12
j=1 exp{βA0+βA1xAt1+αt+δt+γj}
1
12
∑12
j=1 exp{βN0+βN1xNt1+αt+γj}
=
exp{βA0+βA1xAt1+αt+δt}× 112
∑12
j=1 exp{γj}
exp{βN0+βN1xNt1+αt}× 112
∑12
j=1 exp{γj}
= exp{βA0 + βA1xAt1 + δt}/ exp{βN0 + βN1xNt1}
= RR0 × exp{βA1xAt1 − βN1xNt1} × exp{δt}
(7)
where, for simplicity, we assume that there is only a single covariate of interest along with an
intercept (i.e., x>ktβk = βk0 + xkt1βk1). From (7), the yearly risk ratio is approximated by three
pieces: first, RR0 = exp {βA0 − βN0}, or the “baseline” risk ratio for the entire time interval; sec-
ond, exp{βA1xAt1 − βN1xNt1}, a multiplicative scaling due to the covariates; and finally exp{δt},
a scaling for the risk ratio in a particular year. Note that the αt term, which appears in both nu-
merator and denominator and represents yearly deviations in event probabilities for both scenarios,
cancels out. Furthermore, because the γj are constant across scenario, the impact of seasonality
also cancels out. Thus, we can interpret σ2 = Var(δt) ≈ Var(logRRt) as the effect of oceanic
internal variability on the risk ratio or, alternatively, general variability in the pAt above and beyond
variability in the pNt. This single parameter represents the effect of prescribed ocean variability on
the risk ratio after adjusting for a long-term trend by way of relevant covariate information.
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4 A diagnostic tool for event attribution sensitivity to oceanic
variability
In addition to the sensitivity of the quantitative results, a natural question to ask in light of quan-
tifying the effect of ocean variability is: do the qualitative results of an event attribution study
change based on the effect of oceanic internal variability? Put another way, for the years consid-
ered in the analysis (1982-2013), for what proportion of years would the qualitative conclusion
of an attribution analysis have changed based on the effect of ocean internal variability, assuming
a present-day level of anthropogenic influence? In this framework, a “change” in an attribution
analysis means concluding the presence of an anthropogenic effect (in one direction or another)
instead of concluding the absence of an anthropogenic effect (or vice versa), and is relative to the
event type and how strong the evidence must be to establish anthropogenic influence. It may also
include changes in qualitative descriptions of the degree of anthropogenic influence, for instance
“moderate” to “small”. The answer to this question may not be obvious from the numerical value
of σ alone, as it also depends on the proximity of RR0 to the boundaries between qualitative cate-
gories. Note that the statistical modeling approach allows us to impose a “stationary” climate (with
present-day anthropogenic influence) by adjusting the probability estimates (and therefore the risk
ratio estimates) by fixing each year to have the same covariate values, allowing comparison across
each of the years. (For an illustration, see Section 6.)
We formalize the question above by estimating pi, the proportion of years for which the qual-
itative inference of a one-year, atmosphere-only attribution analysis remains the same over many
different years (all arising from a stationary climate) in spite of internal variability. In other words,
pi is the proportion of all years under consideration for which the risk ratio significantly exceeds (or
does not exceed) a particular cutoff. Intuitively, large pi (near 1) indicates that the interval estimate
of the risk ratio exceeds (or does not exceed) a threshold for most years; small pi (near 0) indicates
that the interval estimate for the risk ratio exceeds (or does not exceed) the threshold for only a few
years. For each region and event type, pi can be estimated using the MCMC samples (more details
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will be provided in Section 6).
We set our criterion as follows: if the interval estimate of pi for a particular region/event type
and specified cutoff, say (piL, piU), is entirely included in the set [0, 0.05) ∪ (0.95, 1], then the risk
ratios are homogeneous (relative to the threshold) and the qualitative inference of an attribution
analysis is insensitive to the specific year chosen for analysis. On the other hand, if the interval
estimate for pi falls completely inside [0.05, 0.95], then there is evidence of heterogeneity in both
the risk ratio (relative to the threshold) and the corresponding qualitative statement about the risk.
If the estimate of pi includes parts of both [0, 0.05) ∪ (0.95, 1] and [0.05, 0.95], then while there is
some evidence of heterogeneity, we are unable to make a definitive statement one way or the other.
Therefore, we can use this tool to classify each region and event type into one of the following:
in answer to the question “Does the effect of ocean variability impact the consistency of attribution
statements?”, either
1. Yes, the conclusions of an attribution study vary over time; i.e., (piL, piU) ⊂ [0.05, 0.95].
2. Most likely yes, but the results are inconclusive; i.e., (piL, piU) 6⊂ [0.05, 0.95] but (piL, piU) ∩
[0.05, 0.95] 6= {∅}
3. No, the conclusions of an attribution study do not vary over time (relative to a threshold);
i.e., either (piL, piU) ⊂ [0, 0.05) or (piL, piU) ⊂ (0.95, 1].
This strategy will be illustrated in Section 6.
5 Case studies using climate model ensembles
The methods outlined in Section 3 are illustrated with two case studies, both using the ensembles
of the CAM5.1 atmosphere/land model from the C20C+ D&A Project described in Section 2. The
ensembles are used to estimate risk ratio for monthly (calendar month) hot, cold, and wet extremes;
dry extremes are omitted here because the zero-bound is encountered regularly for many regions
on a monthly basis.
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Figure 1: Weather Risk Attribution Forecast (WRAF) regions (http://www.csag.uct.ac.
za/˜daithi/forecast). The two regions used as case studies are labelled as: (a) the southern
Andean Community and (b) Krasnoyarsk.
Temperature and precipitation are aggregated spatially into 58 geopolitical land-regions, which
correspond to the regions used for the Weather Risk Attribution Forecast (WRAF; http://www.
csag.uct.ac.za/˜daithi/forecast), shown in Figure 1. Within each region, tempera-
ture and precipitation are further aggregated by calendar month. For year t and month j, we then
have nt measurements, where nt is the number of simulations in year t. The one-in-ten year event
for monthly data corresponds to the 100(1−0.1/12)th = 99.17th percentile for large extremes (hot,
wet) and the 100(0.1/12)th = 0.83th percentile for small extremes (cold). In order to avoid an
inappropriate bias from the more recent years with larger ensemble sizes, the empirical threshold
percentiles were calculated from the 50-member ensemble that covers the entire time period of the
study, from 1982-2013. For cold and wet events, the empirical percentiles were calculated from
the ALL simulations; for hot events, the empirical percentiles were calculated from the NAT simu-
lations (in order to ensure sufficient sampling in the ALL simulations, as one in ten year hot events
in ALL typically do not occur in NAT). Our interest here is in the probability (and risk ratio) of
extreme monthly events, irrespective of when they occur during the year; hence we average over
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Figure 2: Global mean temperature measurements between 50◦S and 50◦N, calculated as an land-
ocean ensemble average from the 50 members that covered the entire time period from 1980 to
2013, using the low-pass filter described in Appendix 3.A of Trenberth et al. (2007).
the monthly probabilities to obtain the yearly probabilities as defined in Section 3.1.
The case studies explore the risk ratio from year to year, and consider two WRAF regions
(labelled in Figure 1): (a) the southern Andean Community (comprising Peru and Bolivia) and (b)
Krasnoyarsk (a federal subject in central Russia). As will be illustrated, these two regions were
chosen as case studies because they exhibit very different behavior in monthly extremes and their
relation to sea surface conditions. The empirical probabilities of each event type for the southern
Andean Community and Krasnoyarsk are provided in Appendix B.
Recall that the δt terms in (3) capture variation above and beyond an overall trend in the RRt.
As a way to describe the overall trend in the extreme event probabilities, a scenario-specific global
mean temperature covariate was used. More specifically, the covariate used is the average surface
air temperature over land and ocean between 50◦S and 50◦N, calculated as an ensemble average
from the 50 members that covered the entire time period from 1982 to 2013 (the average was
smoothed using the the low-pass filter described in Appendix 3.A of Trenberth et al., 2007). The
scenario-specific values are plotted in Figure 2. The use of actual values, rather than say a linear
trend fit, means that we are making no assumptions of the temporal shape of the climatic response
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to external forcings; the latitude range prevents strong influence from small variations in the sea
ice edge.
5.1 Case Study 1: southern Andean Community
The temporal estimates of the event probabilities and risk ratio for each event type over the southern
Andean Community are shown in Figure 3. For hot extremes note that high temperature events are
extremely common in the ALL forcings scenario (the pAt are as large as 0.6) but very unlikely in
the NAT scenario, yielding median risk ratio estimates and also lower bounds on those estimates
that are extremely large (with pN ≈ 0, RR ≈ ∞). Even though they occur on average 0.83% of
the time (by definition), hot events for NAT are essentially only possible during large El Nin˜o years
(e.g., 1983 and 1998), but even then the risk ratio estimates are significantly larger than 1. Even
after adjusting for the long term trend imposed by the changes in global temperature, the posterior
distribution for σ for hot events in Figure 5 shows that ocean variability has a very large impact on
the log risk ratio, the largest for any event type in this region. This is not surprising, as the southern
Andean Community is known to be strongly affected by ocean conditions in the eastern tropical
Pacific.
In terms of the probability and risk ratio estimates, Figure 3 shows that cold extremes have
essentially the opposite behavior of hot extremes for this region: extremely cold events are common
in the NAT scenario and very uncommon (on average 0.83% by definition) in the ALL scenario.
As a result, the risk ratio estimates are extremely small and significantly less than one for all years,
particularly for the most recent years. From Figure 5 we see that there is still a large effect of the
ocean variability on log risk for cold events, albeit somewhat less so than for hot events.
The results for precipitation are perhaps the most interesting for the southern Andean Com-
munity. For wet extremes, the event probabilities in each scenario are much more comparable,
leading to risk ratio estimates much closer to 1. For the ALL scenario, it is quite easy to pick
out the biggest El Nin˜o events, as these years yield the largest event probabilities (1983, 1989,
1998, and 2011). However, note that these years also correspond to large probabilities in the NAT
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scenario, with the result that the median risk ratio estimates are in fact comparable to neighboring
years. Because the ratio of the uncertainty in both pA and pN to their median value is smaller for
higher probabilities (i.e., El Nin˜o years), the corresponding uncertainty in the risk ratio estimates
is also smaller. Finally, while the effect of ocean variability on the log risk ratio is smaller for wet
events than hot or cold (Figure 5), the effect is decidedly non-zero; this is visible in the estimates
of risk ratio in Figure 3 with respect to a number of non-overlapping interval estimates (e.g., 1983
vs. 2011).
5.2 Case Study 2: Krasnoyarsk, Russia
Similar plots of the estimated probabilities, estimated risk ratio, and posteriors for σ in Krasnoyarsk
are shown in Figures 4 and 5.
For each event type, the effect of ocean variability is greatly reduced for Krasnoyarsk relative
to the southern Andean community, which is not at all surprising given the high latitude continental
nature of the region. Hence, individual El Nin˜o/La Nin˜a years do not stand out in the same way as
for the southern Andean community. This is in spite of the estimates of the risk ratio having visible
trends over time, the implication being that this trend is almost completely described by the long-
term trend in global mean temperature (i.e., the covariate). There is a large difference between
scenarios for the probabilities of cold extremes for Krasnoyarsk, leading to risk estimates that are
significantly less than 1. The fact that this is the case even for the 1980s may be related to the
effect of Soviet-era aerosol pollution on winter cold spells (but which is outside the consideration
of this paper).
6 Global results summarizing the effect of ocean variability
To summarize the effect of ocean variability more broadly for all of the WRAF regions, we provide
one-dimensional “maps” (sorted by central latitude) of the posterior distributions of σ for each
event type, which show the median estimate as well as the 95% probability interval (called a
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“credible interval” in a Bayesian framework, as opposed to confidence interval); see Figures 10,
11, and 12.
However, before we describe the color schemes, we first discuss how the shadings are deter-
mined. As mentioned in Section 4, for each region and event type, we can determine whether or
not the effect of ocean variability causes different conclusions to be drawn from attribution studies
in different years. In order to do this, we need to adjust the probability and risk ratio estimates
such that the different years behave as if they occurred under a stationary climate, which is done
as follows. From (6), with a single covariate (global mean temperature), the (unadjusted) risk ratio
for a particular year t is calculated as
RRt =
1
12
∑12
j=1 logit
−1(βA0 + βA1xAt + αt + δt + γj)
1
12
∑12
j=1 logit
−1(βN0 + βN1xNt + αt + γj)
.
To transform this estimate to behave as though it arose from a stationary climate, we can substitute
common covariate values x∗A and x
∗
N for the year-specific values xAt and xNt, while maintaining
the year-specific effects αt and δt to allow for year-to-year differences within the stationary climate
state. That is, we can instead use the adjusted risk ratio R˜Rt, where
R˜Rt =
1
12
∑12
j=1 logit
−1(βA0 + βA1x∗A + αt + δt + γj)
1
12
∑12
j=1 logit
−1(βN0 + βN1x∗N + αt + γj)
(8)
for t = 1982, . . . , 2013 to get a sense of what the risk ratio would look like over the time period
had there been no changes to the climate state. Specifically, we chose to set x∗k equal to the average
global mean temperature in scenario k ∈ {A,N} from the five most recent years (2009-2013).
As an illustration of how this changes the risk ratio estimates, consider the plot in Figure 6,
which shows the raw (unadjusted) risk ratio estimates and the adjusted risk ratio estimates for
hot events in the northern European Economic Area (EEA), shown as the blue region in northern
Europe in Figure 1. This region is unusual in that it has experienced strong anthropogenic influence
(via land cover change and production of various types of aerosols) for a much longer time, with
the balance of these effects resulting in a summer cooling effect prior to the 1990s in the CAM5.1
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simulations. This late crossover exists in climate models generally, but with different timings,
and means that risk ratio calculations for European events can be sensitive to the definition of the
counterfactual “natural” climate.
Using the adjusted risk ratios, we are now ready to estimate the pi probabilities for each region
and event type. As mentioned in Section 4, pi is estimated using each of the MCMC joint posterior
samples. Each MCMC sample yields a point-estimate time series of the estimated risk; aggregated
over all posterior samples, these time series define the 95% credible intervals shown in, e.g., Figure
6. For each sample, we then calculate the proportion of years (out of the total T = 32) for which
the risk ratio exceeds (or does not exceed) a particular cutoff. Then, aggregating over all of the
MCMC samples, we can obtain a posterior distribution on pi for each region and event type. Once
we have the posteriors, we are prepared to classify each region as outlined in Section 4.
The interval estimates of pi across all regions for each event type are shown in Figures 7, 8,
and 9 and are shaded according to the classification described in Section 4. Then, using the same
shading, estimates of the effect of ocean variability on the results of a one-year, atmosphere-model-
only attribution study (i.e., σ) are shown in Figures 10, 11, and 12. The shaded plots of σ highlight
the somewhat counterintuitive relationship between the magnitude of the ocean variability’s impact
and the corresponding impact on qualitative statements over time. The effect of anthropogenic
emissions is now strong enough that the conclusions that RR > 1 for hot events, and RR < 1 for
cold events, are rarely challenged by considering the effect of ocean variability; even the RR > 2
or RR < 1
2
conclusions still hold for most regions. What is perhaps surprising is that the regions
most affected lie in the mid- and high-latitudes, where the All-Hist probabilities (pA) are largely
unaffected by SSTs (as reflected in the low skill of seasonal weather forecasts over these regions)
and the σ values are thus quite low. In contrast, the regions with the most robust conclusions of
an anthropogenic influence, with RR > 10 or RR < 1
10
being robust in many cases, lie in the
tropics, where the effect of SSTs on pA is high (as reflected in the relatively high skill of seasonal
forecasts) and the σ values are much higher. In other words, conclusions based on classification
into the qualitative influence of anthropogenic emissions are strongly anticorrelated to conclusions
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based on numerical sensitivity (as measured by σ) in terms of their sensitivity to the effect of
interannual ocean variability.
Are these results unexpected? The three case studies illustrated in Section 5 and Figure 6
indicate why this should not be a surprise. Temperatures in tropical areas are controlled by radiative
processes, and thus directly by imposed radiative boundary conditions, whereas temperatures in
extratropical areas are also heavily influenced by dynamical processes. This means that interannual
variability is lower over tropical land, and thus that for the same amount of mean warming the risk
ratio is much higher there than over the extratropics, all other things being equal. For instance,
the hot and cold risk ratios for the southern Andean Community are well beyond 100 and 1
100
respectively, in recent years, whereas they are within 10 and 1
10
for Krasnoyarsk and the northern
European Economic Area. Hence, tropical regions have much more leeway to accommodate the
moderately larger (as in a factor of three rather than several orders of magnitude) uncertainty
described by σ, whereas many extratropical regions do not. This result may not hold if the hot
categories were defined by, for instance, whether RR > 104, but we argue that such a definition
would be pedantic in the light of any practical interpretation of the role of anthropogenic emissions.
The comparison of the quantitative and qualitative conclusions for wet months differs some-
what from the comparisons for hot and cold months. In this case there is no discernible geographic
pattern in the influence of SST variability, at least in part resulting from the fact that the estimated
risk ratios are close to – and consistent with – unity in the first place. However, there is also a
similarity in that σ values are higher in the tropics; while there is no anticorrelation in this case, the
σ values themselves are poor indicators of the categories. Given the lack of relationship between
latitude and the color categories in Figures 9 and 12, we provide a map of the regions shaded by
their color group (see Figure 15).
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7 Discussion
This study was conducted to understand, both quantitatively and qualitatively, how many recent and
current studies assessing the role of anthropogenic emissions on individual extreme atmospheric
events may be biased because their adoption of an experimental design that conditions on the
observed ocean state. While quantitative estimates for events in the tropics are found, as expected
(Otto et al., 2015), to be more sensitive to the conditioning on the ocean state, in fact for hot
and cold events the qualitative effect on conclusions is larger in the extratropics. While tests were
performed only for events over a certain set of regions, all approximately 2 million km2 in size, and
covering a calendar month, results should be broadly transferrable to events covering overlapping
regions of varying sizes and lasting for different durations in most cases (Ange´lil et al., 2014b),
with the possible exception of small-scale, short-duration wet events (Ange´lil et al., 2014a).
In Section 1 we noted that the atmospheric modeling approach to diagnosing the role of an-
thropogenic emissions in extreme weather, as introduced by Pall et al. (2011), rests on three major
assumptions in addition to uncertainties common to other approaches: that results are invariant to
ocean state; that there is no change in ocean variability; and that coupled atmosphere-ocean inter-
actions are unimportant. At first glance, these three assumptions may be expected to be more valid
for the extratropics than the tropics. Concerning the third assumption, winds can more easily alter
the SSTs in the tropics due to the shallower thermocline there, meaning that the third assumption
should be more questionable in the tropics. It is not clear however that this assumption introduces
any appreciable bias into estimates of the role of anthropogenic emissions. Concerning the second
assumption, year-to-year ocean variability affects the tropical atmosphere more directly – as evi-
denced by the higher skill of tropical seasonal forecasts – and thus any change in ocean variability
driven by anthropogenic emissions could dominate the effect of anthropogenic emissions on trop-
ical terrestrial extremes. For instance, given that unusually wet months only occur in Peru during
El Nin˜o events (Figure 3), a marginal increase or decrease in the frequency or intensity of El Nin˜os
due to anthropogenic emissions would have a direct influence on the probability of a wet month.
The greater role of the SSTs in the tropics might intuitively be expected to make the first
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Table 2: Comparison between the importance of the three major assumptions underlying the atmo-
spheric modelling approach to diagnosing the role of anthropogenic emissions in extreme weather,
as distinguished between the tropics and extratropics.
Event type Tropics Extratropics
1. Results are invariant to ocean state
Hot and
cold
months
Technically invalid, but not relevant
in practice
Validity unclear, but can be quite im-
portant in practice
Wet
months
Technically invalid, could be impor-
tant factor
Validity unclear, may be important in
practice
2. No change in ocean variability
Hot and
cold
months
Validity questionable due to some
control from ocean variability, possi-
bly dominant factor
Weak control from ocean variability,
so likely valid
Wet
months
Not valid due to strong control from
ocean variability, possibly dominant
factor
Weak control from ocean variability,
so likely valid
3. Coupled atmosphere-ocean interactions are unimportant
Hot, cold,
and wet
months
Stronger interactions, importance not
clear, perhaps invalid for some events
(e.g. tropical cyclones)
Weak interactions, so likely valid
assumption more questionable in the tropics. If the probability of a cold extreme is strongly influ-
enced by the occurrence of an El Nin˜o event, then it would seem reasonable to hypothesize that the
calculation of the risk ratio from an atmospheric modeling experiment, which is the ratio of two
probabilities of hot extremes, might also be affected. Indeed, this appears to be the case for the
southern Andean community (Figure 3) but the effect is not large. More generally, such an effect
only appears to be 3
2
to 4 times larger in the tropics than in the extratropics. In contrast, the effect
of lower year-to-year variability in temperature in the tropics has a much larger impact on the risk
ratio. As a consequence, while the validity of the first assumption of invariance to ocean variabil-
ity may be weaker in the tropics, qualitative conclusions of the degree of anthropogenic influence
are generally far more sensitive in the extratropics. This comparison of between the tropics and
extratropics is summarised in Table 2.
In order to assess the effect of using atmosphere-only climate models on attribution statements
for extremes, using a Bayesian hierarchical statistical approach we developed a corresponding
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decision model for estimating the probability of exceedance of a threshold given a large set of
related ensembles of simulations, as well as for estimating the risk ratio estimated from pairs of
such probabilities. This model should have broader application beyond the analysis performed in
this paper. For instance, if climate model simulations are available for multiple years, as is the case
in the C20C+ D&A Project, then more accurate estimates of the posterior probabilities and the
risk ratio are possible by incorporating data from multiple years. The use of a covariate not only
provides the possibility for formal detection of long-term trends in extremes, but also for detecting
the influence of other factors such as volcanic eruptions and El Nin˜o events. In addition to using
data from multiple years and including covariates, it may also be possible to borrow information
from across multiple estimates of the ocean warming attributable to anthropogenic emissions and
from across various atmospheric models; however, in practice the selection of the prior distribution
would be less obvious in these cases than it is across multiple years.
Finally, a more direct application of the results presented in this paper could be in the assess-
ment of the robustness of calculated attribution conclusions to the effect of ocean variability. In
other words, the estimates provided in this paper of the effect of oceanic variability could poten-
tially be combined with estimates of the risk ratio made by future single-year, atmosphere-only
attribution studies to make a statement about the “true” risk ratio, that is, the risk ratio informed by
all possible years. The spatio-temporal characteristics of observed events are unlikely to exactly
coincide with the monthly-region definitions used in this paper. However, event attribution results
appear to be transferrable in a predictable way for both the spatial and temporal definitions for hot
and cold events and to some degree in the spatial definition for wet events (Ange´lil et al., 2014b),
although perhaps not at the local scale for wet events (Ange´lil et al., 2014a).
As a concrete example, suppose a hypothetical research team conducts a one-year, atmosphere-
only attribution analysis that involves estimating the risk ratio for a certain event type in a certain
region (for example in Pall et al., 2011). Furthermore, suppose that their new region can be
associated with one of the regions used in our analysis (see Section 5), and that the study concerns
one of the atmospheric variables used in Section 5. The research team might want to know: given
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the sampling variability in the new study, how much concern needs to be taken over the fact that
the variability introduced by the ocean was ignored? In other words, what statements can be made
about the overall risk ratio across all years based on the results from a single year?
In order to answer this question, consider the following framework. Suppose the new study
plans to use output from an ensemble of climate models, say Xt1, . . . , Xtn, in order to estimate
the risk ratio. Define the new study’s estimate of the (log) risk ratio to be ξ̂t ≡ ξ̂(Xt1, . . . , Xtn);
the “t” subscript denotes that the estimator is for the risk ratio in a specific year or time period t.
Whatever the functional form of the estimator, we might assume that its sampling distribution is
something like ξ̂t ∼ N(ξt, ν2/n); that is, the sampling distribution of the estimator ξ̂t is Gaussian
and centered on ξt, the true log risk ratio for year t, with the uncertainty introduced by finite
sampling represented by the variance ν2/n. For large enough n, the central limit theorem ensures
that the Gaussian assumption provides a good approximation.
As the notation implies, a confidence interval for ξt using only ξ̂t and ν2/n is in fact only an
interval estimate for the (log) risk ratio in a single year. In fact, the true log risk ratio for year t (ξt)
itself comes from a population distribution which involves variability, in this case arising from the
unaccounted-for effect of the ocean’s internal variability. That is, we might have something like
ξt ∼ N(µ, σ2), where now µ represents a “population” mean (the population being all possible
years) and σ2 represents the magnitude of oceanic internal variability (for events of a certain type
in the specified region). Note that the σ2 here is the same quantity as the one introduced in Section
3.
Recall that we wish to make a statement about the overall risk ratio across all years based on
results from a single year: i.e., use ξ̂t to estimate the population distribution N(µ, σ2). Statisti-
cal theory allows us to derive the sampling distribution of ξ̂t conditional on µ and the variance
components, which is
ξ̂t|µ ∼ N(µ, ν2/n+ σ2). (9)
(for details, see Appendix A). In what follows, we assume that the sampling variance ν2 and
additional variance component σ2 are known. In fact, these components are of course unknown
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and must be estimated: ν2 based on the form of the estimator, and σ2 from the statistical model we
propose in this paper. This assumption ignores any possible uncertainty in these estimates and may
be inappropriate: we emphasize that this is a very rough approximation. Other assumptions might
further compromise the following approach, for example assuming that the population distribution
for ξt is also Gaussian.
In any case, using this sampling distribution, we are equipped to estimate features of the pop-
ulation distribution, based on ξ̂t. Specifically, we might be interested in estimating a particular
percentile of (9), namely
φp = µ+ cp
√
ν2/n+ σ2,
where the critical value cp is such that P(Y ≤ cp) = p, where Y is a standard Gaussian random
variable (with mean 0 and variance 1). Note that φ0.5 corresponds to a confidence interval for µ. A
100(1− α)% confidence interval for φp is then
(
ξ̂t + (cp − zα/2)
√
ν2/n+ σ2, ξ̂t + (cp + zα/2)
√
ν2/n+ σ2
)
, (10)
where zα/2 the critical value for a 100(1 − α)% confidence interval. (Details for the derivation of
(10) are also provided in Appendix A.) For example, a 95% confidence interval for the lower 5th
percentile of the population distribution, i.e., φ0.05 = µ− 1.645
√
ν2/n+ σ2, is
(
ξ̂t + (−1.645− 1.96)
√
ν2/n+ σ2, ξ̂t + (−1.645 + 1.96)
√
ν2/n+ σ2
)
or (
ξ̂t − 3.605
√
ν2/n+ σ2, ξ̂t + 0.315
√
ν2/n+ σ2
)
. (11)
The main idea is that this formula could be used by the hypothetical research team to make a
statement about the population distribution of risk values over all possible years, based on a single
year. The research team would provide values of ξ̂t and ν2/n, but could then refer to this paper for
an estimate of σ2 that corresponds to the correct geographic region and event type. If the research
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team finds that the (log) risk ratio for a particular year is significantly larger than log 1 = 0, then
they might wish to estimate whether a lower percentile of the population distribution, e.g. φ0.05, is
also larger than log 1 = 0. If so (i.e., if the interval in (11) is entirely above zero), then the team
would have evidence that their results are robust to the fact that they only considered a single year
in their study.
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Figure 3: Probabilities and risk ratio estimates for extremes in the southern Andean Community.
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Figure 4: Probabilities and risk ratio estimates for extremes in Krasnoyarsk, Russia.
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Figure 5: Posterior distributions for σ, the effect of ocean variability on log risk ratio, for each
event type in the southern Andean Community (top) and Krasnoyarsk (bottom).
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Figure 6: Unadjusted (RRt; left) and adjusted (R˜Rt; right) risk ratio for hot events in the northern
European Economic Area (EEA), shown as the blue region in northern Europe in Figure 1. The
adjusted risk is calculated using a fixed covariate value (global mean temperature) for all years.
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Figure 7: 95% interval estimates of pi for a exceedance threshold of 1 for hot events, with the
horizontal black line denoting the 0.95 cutoff for pi. The intervals represent an estimate of the
proportion of years for which the risk ratio is greater than 1, assuming a stationary climate (i.e.,
using R˜Rt). Black intervals represent regions for which oceanic variability potentially impacts
the consistency of attribution statements over time. The varying shades of red, on the other hand,
are used to denote regions for which oceanic variability does not affect consistency of attribution
statements, for several different thresholds (i.e., RR > 1, RR > 2, and RR > 10).
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Figure 8: 95% interval estimates of pi for not exceeding a threshold of 1 for cold events, with the
horizontal black line denoting the 0.95 cutoff for pi. The intervals represent an estimate of the
proportion of years for which the risk ratio is less than 1, assuming a stationary climate (i.e., using
R˜Rt). Black intervals again represent regions for which oceanic variability potentially impacts the
consistency of attribution statements over time. Alternatively, the varying shades of blue are used
to denote regions for which oceanic variability does not affect consistency of attribution statements,
for several different thresholds (i.e., RR < 1, RR < 1/2, and RR < 1/10).
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Figure 9: 95% interval estimates of pi for a exceedance threshold of 1 for wet events. The intervals
represent an estimate of the proportion of years for which the risk ratio is greater than 1, assuming
a stationary climate (i.e., using R˜Rt). Gray intervals now represent regions for which oceanic
variability does impact the consistency of attribution statements over time, or, alternatively, the
risk ratio is close enough to unity that variations above and below 1 are insignificant in light of
sampling variability. Blue (yellow/red) shadings represent regions for which there is a varying
degree of evidence for a consistent increase (decrease) in the probability of an extremely wet
month, with darker colors corresponding to stronger evidence.
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Figure 10: 95% interval estimates of σ, the effect of ocean variability, for hot events across WRAF
regions. The colors correspond to those in Figure 7.
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Figure 11: 95% interval estimates of σ, the effect of ocean variability, for cold events across WRAF
regions. The colors correspond to those in Figure 8.
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Figure 12: 95% interval estimates of σ, the effect of ocean variability, for wet events across WRAF
regions. The colors correspond to those in Figure 9.
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A Details for the derivation of the confidence interval of φp
Recall the setting introduced in Section 7, the goal being to make a confidence statement regarding
the population distribution of risk from all possible years, using only a risk estimate from a single
year.
The sampling distribution of ξ̂t conditional on µ is derived as follows. Again, recall that the
sampling distribution of ξ̂t conditional on ξt is N(ξt, ν2/n); also ξt ∼ N(µ, σ2). The sampling
distribution of interest is calculated by averaging over ξt:
p(ξ̂t|µ) =
∫
ξt
p(ξ̂t|ξt)p(ξt|µ)dξt,
where the implicit conditioning on ν2 and σ2 is suppressed in the notation. Given that p(ξ̂t|ξt) =
N(ξt, ν
2/n) and p(ξt|µ) = N(µ, σ2), the closed-form solution is well-known (this setup is identi-
cal to the derivation for the marginal distribution of the data in a Normal-Normal Bayesian posterior
calculation). The result is that
p(ξ̂t|µ) = N(µ, ν2/n+ σ2). (A.1)
Next, to derive a confidence interval for φp, first note that using (A.1) we can obtain a 100(1−
α)% confidence interval for µ as(
ξ̂t − zα/2
√
ν2/n+ σ2, ξ̂t + zα/2
√
ν2/n+ σ2
)
.
Because φp = f(µ) = µ + cp
√
ν2/n+ σ2 is a linear function of µ, statistical theory says that
f(ξ̂t) ∼ N
(
f(µ),Var[f(ξ̂t)]
)
, so that a 100(1− α)% confidence interval for φp = f(µ) is(
f(ξ̂t)− zα/2
√
Var[f(ξ̂t)], f(ξ̂t) + zα/2
√
Var[f(ξ̂t)]
)
.
Since Var[f(ξ̂t)] = Var ξ̂t = ν2/n+ σ2, the confidence interval for φp is([
ξ̂t − cp
√
ν2/n+ σ2
]
− zα/2
√
ν2/n+ σ2,
[
ξ̂t − cp
√
ν2/n+ σ2
]
+ zα/2
√
ν2/n+ σ2
)
or (
ξ̂t + (cp − zα/2)
√
ν2/n+ σ2, ξ̂t + (cp + zα/2)
√
ν2/n+ σ2
)
,
which is what is given in (10).
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Figure 13: Empirical event probabilities averaged across each year for the southern Andean Com-
munity.
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Figure 14: Empirical event probabilities averaged across each year for Krasnoyarsk, Russia.
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C Prior specification
In a Bayesian framework, all unknown parameters must be assigned a prior distribution, which
summarizes all knowledge about the parameters a priori to observing data. While in general
any known prior information relating to the parameters can be incorporated by way of the prior
distribution, we instead use non-informative and proper prior distributions to avoid introducing any
biases, meaning that the priors (1) specify essentially no information about the parameters, but (2)
are proper statistical distributions.
Recall that the full parameter vector for our model is θ = (α, δ,γ,βA,βN , τ 2, σ2, ω2); we
now define the prior distribution p(θ). Note that several components of the prior distribution are
specified in the third level of the model, and we can thus decompose the prior as
p(θ) = p(α|τ 2) · p(δ|σ2) · p(γ|ω2) · p(τ 2) · p(σ2) · p(ω2) · p(βA) · p(βN). (C.1)
Throughout, the vertical bar “|” means “conditional on.” Each of these components are as follows:
p(α|τ 2) = NT (0, τ 2IT ), p(δ|σ2) = NT (0, σ2IT ), p(γ|ω2) = N12(0, ω2I12) · 1{∑j γj=0},
p(τ 2) = U(0, 1000), p(σ2) = U(0, 1000), p(ω2) = C(10),
p(βA) = N2(0, 10
2I2), p(βN) = N2(0, 10
2I2)
Here, Nq(a,B) is a q-variate Gaussian distribution with mean a and covariance B; U(c, d) is the
uniform distribution over the interval (c, d); C(s) is the half-Cauchy distribution, i.e., the positive
portion of a Cauchy distribution centered on 0 and with scale parameter s. Note: the prior on γ
imposes the restriction that the empirical mean is zero.
One additional constraint is imposed on the prior, in order to account for a problem with the
mixing of the Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm for several of the event types and
regions. The issue has to do with the fact that the monthly effects are defined on the logit scale,
and therefore the model can have trouble distinguishing between logit−1(−10) and logit−1(−100)
since these are both essentially zero. This leads to a pseudo “non-identifiability” when many of
the monthly probabilities are zero; in other words, when the seasonality is such that essentially all
of the extreme events occur in a single calendar month (e.g., for hot events in the northern extra-
tropics, almost all hot events occur in July). In these cases, some of the monthly effects (γj) trade
off with the scenario-specific intercepts (βA0 and βN0): these parameters mix very poorly, while
trace plots for the probabilities themselves indicate convergence for the MCMC.
To account for this, for events where this poor mixing arises we add an additional constraint
on the prior: we require the logit monthly probabilities to lie between ±L, where the constant L is
chosen separately for each region and event type to ensure that the γj and βk0 mix properly (often,
L = 10 to 20). Formally, the prior we use is
p˜(θ) = p(θ) · 1{
min{logit pktj}>−L
} · 1{
max{logit pktj}<L
}, (C.2)
where p(θ) is from (C.1).
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D Markov chain Monte Carlo
The hierarchical statistical model introduced in Section 3 of the main paper is estimated using a
Bayesian paradigm. As is often the case, the posterior distribution given in Equation (5) is not
available in closed form, and we therefore resort to Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods
(for a summary see, e.g., Gilks, Richardson, and Spiegelhalter, 1996) to obtain joint samples from
the posterior distribution (i.e., the distribution of all parameters conditional on observed data).
However, the nature of our model requires several computational tools above and beyond standard
MCMC methods (e.g., Gibbs sampling and Metropolis-Hastings), which are now described.
First, recall that we defined random variables Z = {Zktj : k ∈ {A,N}; t = 1, . . . , T ; j =
1, . . . , 12}; now define z to represent the observed values of Z. For clarity, we rewrite the likeli-
hood for each Zktj in terms of θ as
p(Zktj|θ) = binomial
(
nt, logit
−1[x>ktβk + αt + δt1{k=A} + γj]
)
, (D.1)
and the likelihood for all Zktj is
p(Z|θ) =
∏
k∈{A,N}
T∏
t=1
12∏
j=1
p(Zktj|θ). (D.2)
Then, the posterior distribution of interest is
p(θ|Z = z) = p(z|θ)p˜(θ)∫
θ
p(z|θ)p˜(θ)dθ ∝ p(z|θ)p˜(θ), (D.3)
where p(z|θ) is from (D.2) and p˜(θ) is the prior distribution from (C.2). Several strategies for
sampling from (D.3) in a MCMC framework are as follows.
D.1 Traditional Gibbs sampler with Metropolis-Hastings
A traditional MCMC approach to sampling from (D.3) is as follows:
Traditional Sampler:
Step 1: Draw (α, δ) from p(α, δ|γ,βA,βN , τ 2, σ2, ω2,Z) = p(α, δ|γ,βA,βN ,Z)
Step 2: Draw γ from p(γ|α, δ,βA,βN , τ 2, σ2, ω2,Z) = p(γ|α, δ,βA,βN ,Z)
Step 3 (A): Draw (βA,βN) from p(βA,βN |α, δ,γ, τ 2, σ2, ω2,Z) = p(βA,βN |α, δ,γ,Z)
Step 4 (S): (a) Draw τ 2 from p(τ 2|βA,βN ,α, δ, σ2, ω2,Z) = p(τ 2|α)
(b) Draw σ2 from p(σ2|βA,βN ,α, δ, τ 2, ω2,Z) = p(σ2|δ)
Step 5: Draw ω2 from p(ω2|α, δ,γ,βA,βN , τ 2, σ2,Z) = p(ω2|γ)
Regardless of prior choice, steps 1-3 will require Metropolis-Hastings; while choosing conjugate
priors for τ 2, σ2, and ω2 could allow for closed-form Gibbs updates in steps 4 (a)-(b) and 5, the
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non-informative uniform priors used (see Supplemental Section C) also necessitate Metropolis-
Hastings steps. The (A) and (S) labels will be explained in the next section.
D.2 Ancillarity-Sufficiency Interweaving Strategy (ASIS) MCMC
The problem with using the Traditional Sampler defined above lies in the fact that the regression
coefficients βk and yearly effects (α, δ) are highly correlated, resulting in extremely poor mixing
of the Markov chain. In order to fix this problem, we use the Ancillarity-Sufficiency Interweaving
Strategy (ASIS) method of Yu and Meng (2011). MCMC for multilevel models can be set up
using either a centered parameterization (CP) or a non-centered parameterization (NCP); their
approach proposes a strategy that alternates (“interweaves”) sampling from both parameterizations.
The ASIS terminology replaces the CP/NCP terminology by framing the problem in terms of
the mathematically equivalent data augmentation schemes of ancillary augmentation (AA) and
sufficient augmentation (SA), arguing that this terminology better captures the “essence” of the
method. Regardless, in the AA scheme (i.e., NCP), the missing data (i.e., latent variables) are an
ancillary statistic for the parameter of interest, and in the SA scheme (i.e., CP), the missing data
are a sufficient statistic for the parameter of interest.
Note now that the parameterization of our model for α and δ are AA for (βA,βN) but SA for
(τ 2, σ2) (hence, the A and S notation in the Traditional sampler). To implement the ASIS sampler,
we need to find an AA for (τ 2, σ2) and an SA for (βA,βN).
SA for (βA,βN):
Define new latent variables ηt = x>NtβN+αt and νt = x
>
AtβA+αt+δt, so that the parameterization
in (D.1) can be rewritten as
p(Zktj|θ) = binomial
(
nt, logit
−1[ηt1{k=N} + νt1{k=A} + γj]
)
, (D.4)
where now
ηt
ind∼ N(x>NtβN , τ 2) and νt ind∼ N(x>AtβA, τ 2 + σ2). (D.5)
Note that p(Z|η,ν,γ,βA,βN , τ 2, σ2) = p(Z|η,ν,γ); therefore (η,ν) are SA for (βA,βN) (and,
for that matter, also for (τ 2, σ2)).
The traditional sampler can be improved by adding a step that samples (βA,βN) under the SA.
Actually, this step will be split into two steps so that Gibbs steps can be used:
Step 3 (S): (a) Draw βA from p(βA|βN ,η,ν,γ, τ 2, σ2, ω2,Z) = p(βA|ν, τ 2, σ2)
(b) Draw βN from p(βN |βA,η,ν,γ, τ 2, σ2, ω2,Z) = p(βN |η, τ 2)
Using conjugate (Gaussian) priors for βN and βA, these can be sampled in a Gibbs step.
AA for (τ 2, σ2):
Define new latent variables κt = αt/τ and ξt = δt/σ; the parameterization in (D.1) can be rewritten
as
p(Zktj|θ) = binomial
(
nt, logit
−1[x>ktβk + τκt + σξt1{k=A} + γj]
)
(D.6)
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and
κt
iid∼ N(0, 1) and ξt iid∼ N(0, 1). (D.7)
Because of (D.7), we can see that (κ, ξ) are AA for (τ 2, σ2) (and (βA,βN)). Hence, we can add
the following step:
Step 4 (A): Draw (τ 2, σ2) from p(τ 2, σ2|γ,βA,βN ,κ, ξ,Z)
This step again requires Metropolis-Hastings.
Combining all of the above, the following is a componentwise interweaving sampler using
ASIS. The intermediate latent variables are calculated between the A and S step, and the original
variables are then updated after the S step. For each of these calculations, the most recently
sampled parameter values are used: the “∗” sub- and superscripts are used to explicitly show this.
Specific details on how each step is carried out are also provided; for example, many of the yearly
and monthly effects are sampled sequentially.
Componentwise Interweaving Sampler:
Step 1: For t = 1, . . . , T , draw (α∗t , δ
∗
t ) from p(αt, δt|γ,βA,βN ,Z)
For each t, this involves a random-walk Metropolis-Hastings (RWMH) step. The bivariate proposal
distribution is centered on current values, and the proposal correlation is fixed to a large negative
number (≈ −0.95) to improve mixing.
Step 2: For j = 1, . . . , 12, draw γ∗j from p(γj|α∗, δ∗,βA,βN ,Z)
For each j, this again involves a RWMH step. Recall the prior constraint that
∑12
j=1 γj = 0;
this constraint is imposted as follows: first, a new component γpropj is proposed, and define γ˜ =
(γcurr1 , . . . , γ
prop
j , . . . , γ
curr
12 ). Then, the other components of γ are also adjusted to arrive at a fully
adjusted proposal:
γprop = γ˜ − 1
12
12∑
k=1
γ˜k.
As long as the initialized value of γ is mean-zero, this adjustment will preserve the prior constraint.
For each j, the entire vector γprop is either accepted or rejected.
Step 3 (A): Draw (β∗A,β
∗
N) from p(βA,βN |α∗, δ∗,γ∗,Z)
This step is carried out using RWMH, with a separate bivariate proposal for each βA and βN . The
within-scenario coefficients are blocked together in order to avoid poor mixing. For wet events,
the proposal correlation is 0, as there were no problems with mixing. However, for hot and cold
events, there was poor mixing for the intercept and temperature coefficient for the scenario which had
essentially all zero counts (NAT for hot events and ALL for cold events). In these cases, the proposal
correlation for these scenarios was fixed to a large negative value (≈ −0.95).
Calculate: ηt = x>Ntβ
∗
N + α
∗
t and νt = x
>
Atβ
∗
A + αt + δ
∗
t for t = 1, . . . , T .
Step 3 (S): (a) Draw β∗∗A from p(βA|ν, τ 2, σ2)
(b) Draw β∗∗N from p(βN |η, τ 2)
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Name Version
R 3.2.3
colorspace 1.2-6
RColorBrewer 1.1-2
gridExtra 2.0.0
ggplot2 1.0.1
MASS 7.3-45
Table 3: Version of R and other packages used to generate the results and plots in the main text.
Using conjugate Gaussian priors for βA and βN , this step can be accomplished with a closed-form
Gibbs update.
Update: α∗∗t = ηt − x>Ntβ∗∗N and δ∗∗t = νt − x>Atβ∗∗A − α∗∗t for t = 1, . . . , T .
Calculate: κt = α∗∗t /τ and ξt = δ∗∗t /σ for t = 1, . . . , T .
Step 4 (A): Draw (τ 2∗ , σ
2
∗) from p(τ
2, σ2|γ∗,β∗∗A ,β∗∗N ,κ, ξ,Z) (RWMH, separately for τ 2 and σ2)
Update: α∗∗∗t = τ∗κt and δ∗∗∗t = σ∗ξt for t = 1, . . . , T .
Step 4 (S): (a) Draw τ 2∗∗ from p(τ
2|α∗∗∗) (RWMH)
(b) Draw σ2∗∗ from p(σ
2|δ∗∗∗) (RWMH)
Step 5: Draw ω2∗ from p(ω
2|γ∗) (RWMH)
At the end of each iteration, save the most recently sampled/calculated values of the parameters:
(α∗∗∗, δ∗∗∗,γ∗,β∗∗A ,β
∗∗
N , τ
2
∗∗, σ
2
∗∗, ω
2
∗). Note: the proposal variance for each of the RWMH steps
was tuned such that the acceptance probability falls between 0.3 and 0.4.
E Software and data
The componentwise interweaving MCMC sampler was coded up in R, along with all other func-
tions required to calculate the adjusted risk ratio and exceedance probabilities and make the plots
in the paper. The source code, data files, and a script with replication code are publicly available
in the GitHub repository http:/bitbucket.org/markdrisser/timerr_package.
As a note, the version of R and various packages used to generate the results in the paper are
listed in Supplemental Table 3.
E.1 Data files
The following data files are included:
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1. Binomial count data
A total of 58 files are provided, one for each region. Each text file (e.g., USA-C.txt)
contains the binomial count variables for each month (january, february, . . . ,
december), as well as additional variables indicating event_type (hot, cold, or
wet), scenario (ALL or NAT), year, and n_sims (the ensemble size).
2. gmt.txt
This file contains four variables gmtA_raw, gmtA, gmtN_raw, and gmtN, each of which
contains a temperature value from 1982-2013. The raw vectors contain the raw temperature
values shown in Figure 2 of the main text; the other vectors contain temperature values that
are shifted to have mean zero and scaled to have variance one.
3. logit_p_LBs.txt
This file contains the three variables hot_limits, cold_limits, and wet_limits,
as well as a region variable. Each of the limits variables contain the lower bound for
the logit probabilities used in the model fitting for the main text; these represent the −L
value introduced in Supplementary Section C.
E.2 Primary functions
The replication code file contains sample implementations of each of the following functions.
Default values of the inputs are indicated.
First, a wrapper function to run the componentwise interweaving MCMC sampler is:
timeRR_month( zA_mat, zN_mat, n_sims, gmt_A, gmt_N,
ITER = 10000, start_keep = 1, n_tune = 6,
n_iter_tune = c(rep(400,3),rep(800,3)),
thin = 1, event_type, alpha_delta_corr_prop = -0.98,
betaA_corr_prop = 0, betaN_corr_prop = 0,
logit_p_UB = 15, logit_p_LB = -15 )
The variables zA_mat and zN_mat must be M × 12 matrices of monthly count variables (where
M is the total number of years) for the ALL and NAT scenarios, respectively. The variables
n_sims, gmt_A, and gmt_N require vectors of length M , which contain the ensemble size, ALL
scenario global temperature value, and NAT scenario global temperature value, respectively, for
each year. The next five variables specify the run length of the MCMC: ITER is the number of
post-tuning MCMC iterations; start_keep (between 1 and ITER) is the number of burn-in
iterations that are discarded; thin specifies if the saved MCMC output is thinned (thin > 1)
or not (thin = 1); n_tune is the number of MCMC cycles used to tune the RWMH standard
deviations, for n_iter_tune iterations per tune cycle. The variable event_type must be
one of "hot", "cold", or "wet"; the remaining variables specify the proposal correlations and
limits on the logit probabilities.
Next, two functions are provided to summarize the MCMC output. These are
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calculate_probs_RR( fit_obj, years = NULL, lp = 0.025,
up = 0.975 )
and
exceed_cutoff_RR( fit_obj, gmt_A_ref, gmt_N_ref, cutoff,
direction = ">", lp = 0.025, up = 0.975, years = NULL )
The function calculate_probs_RR takes the output of timeRR_month (using the
fit_obj variable) and calculates the yearly probabilities (pkt) and risk ratio (RRt), as well as
provides a point estimate (the posterior median) and a credible interval estimate for each probabil-
ity and risk ratio. The lp and up variables allow for the lower and upper quantiles for the credible
interval, respectively. The years variable allows for an optional specification of what years are
represented by the data.
The exceed_cutoff_RR function calculates the adjusted risk ratio (R˜Rt) as well as the
exceedance probabilities pi. Again, the function takes the output of timeRR_month (using the
fit_obj variable) and adjusts the corresponding risk ratio to behave as if the arose from a station-
ary climate where the global temperature for ALL and NAT were gmt_A_ref and gmt_N_ref,
respectively. The cutoff variable is either a scalar or vector of length two, indicating a single
cutoff for which to compare the adjusted risk ratio against or two values for which to determine the
probability of the adjusted risk ratio lying between the two values. The direction variable must
be one of ">", "<", or "<>", to indicate whether the exceedance probability should be greater
than, less than, or between the cutoff value(s) given. The lp, up, and years variables are as in
calculate_probs_RR.
Finally, a function is provided to plot either the pkt or the RRt:
plot_over_time( m, ub, lb, year, n, x_tic = 3,
grp_name = NULL, grp_pal = brewer.pal(3, "Dark2"),
title_txt = NULL, ylab = NULL, xlab = NULL,
y_lb = min(lb), y_ub = max(ub),
plot_p = TRUE, rr_bounds = c(-3,5,0.5,3) )
The m, ub, and lb variables take vectors of length M of, respectively, the point estimate, credible
interval upper bound, and credible interval lower bound for each year of the variable to be plotted.
The variable year contains a vector of which years are included in the analysis; n is a vector of the
ensemble sizes for each year (for the legend); and x_tic indicates the spacing between the years
plotted on the x-axis. Next, grp_name is the name of the legend, and grp_pal indicates the
color palette to use (brewer.pal is a function from the RColorBrewer package). The options
title_text, ylab, xlab, y_lb, and y_ub define standard plotting parameters. Finally,
plot_p indicates whether the probabilities pkt are to be plotted (TRUE), or if instead the risk
ratio RRt are to be plotted (FALSE), and rr_bounds is a vector of length four which contains,
respectively, the exponent of 10 for the lower and upper bounds of the y-axis, the spacing between
labels, and how many decimal places to round the labels.
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